
Design Fundamentals pt.2



Objectives of reading/lecture

Learn the formal elements of graphic design

Understand the principles of design

Examine visual hierarchy

Learn about scale

Grasp illusion and the manipulation of graphic space



Line

 - Line is included among the formal elements of design because it has 
many roles to play in composition and communication

Lines can be straight, curving, angular, they can guide the viewer's 
eye in a particular direction.

Lines can be bold, smooth or broken, thick or thin, regular or 
changing



Solid Line: a mark as it is drawn across a surface



Implied Line: noncontinuous line that the viewer 
perceives as continuous.



Edges: meeting point or boundary line between shapes 
and tones



Line of vision: the movement of a viewer's eye as it scans 
a composition, also called a line of movement or 

directional line



Basic functions of Line

Define Shapes, Edges, Forms; Create Images, letters, and patterns

Delineate boundaries and define areas within a composition

Assist in visually organizing a composition

Assist in creating a line of vision

Aid in creative expression

Can establish a linear mode of expression, a linear style



Shape

General outline of something is a shape; it is a configured or 
delineated area on a two-dimensional surface created either partially 
or entirely by lines (outlines, contours) or by color, tone, texture.

Geometric shape is created with edges, precise curves, and 
measurable angles; it is also called rigid

An organic, biomorphic, or curvilinear shape seems to have a 
naturalistic feel; it may be drawn precisely or loosely.



Shape cont.
Rectilinear shape is composed of straight lines or angles

Curvilinear shape is formed by curves or dominating marked flowing 
edges.

An Irregular shape is a combination of straight and curved lines

An Accidental shape is the result of a material and/or specific process 
(a blot or dubbing) or accident (ink spill)

A Nonobjective or Nonrepresentational shape is purely invented and 
is not derived from anything visually perceived; it does not relate to 
any object in nature. It does not literally represent a person, place, or 
thing.



Shape cont.

An Abstract shape refers to simple or complex rearrangement, 
alteration, or distortion of representation of natural appearance used 
for stylistic distinction and/or communication purposes.

A Representational shape is recognizable and reminds the viewer of 
actual objects seen in nature; it is also called a Figurative shape.



Geometric shape



organic shape



rectilinear shape



curvilinear shape



irregular shape



accidental shape



non-representational shape



abstract shape



representational shape



Figure and Ground

also called positive and negative space, is a basic principle of visual 
perception and refers to the relationship of shapes, of figure to 
ground, on a two-dimensional surface.

Figure/Ground reversal - at times figure/ground relationships can be 
arranged to equally represent either the positive or negative shapes.

Typographic shapes - in design, characters/letterforms, numerals, and 
punctuation marks are also shapes - albeit highly specialized ones that 
symbolize the sounds of language. 



figure / ground



Color

subtractive color - reflected color

additive color - digital color

Hue - name of a color, red, green, or blue, etc.

Value - refers to the level of luminosity, light or dark

Saturation - is the brightness or dullness of a color



Color cont.

● color can create a focal point
● color is often used symbolically
● color can have cultural and emotional associations
● color can be associated with a brand
● color juxtaposition can create the illusion of space
● color selection should enhance the readability of type
● gradation of color creates the illusion of movement
● colors should always be selected in relation to the other colors 



Texture

tactile quality of a surface 

two categories: tactile and visual

we're working with visual textures or illusions of real textures created 
by hand, scanned from actual textures, or photographed, etc.

Note: a sense of texture can be created with pattern and vice versa.



texture



Principles of Design

Format -   means two related things.

Format can refer to the defined perimeter as well as the field it 
encloses - the outer edges or boundaries of a design

    = it is the field or substrate (piece of paper, mobile phone screen, 
outdoor billboard, computer screen, etc.) for the graphic design

Designers also often use the term formate to describe the type of 
application, i.e. a poster, cd cover, etc.



Balance

this principle tends to be more intuitive as you work more and more 
with design and graphic elements.

Balance is stability or equilibrium created by an even distribution of 
visual weight - when a design is balanced, it tends toward visual 
harmony

Note: visual balance can be a tool of manipulation for the 
designer.  By associating certain aspect of a design with "imbalance" 
then you can create an uneasy or feeling of something being out of 
order



visual balance



visual imbalance



visual factors of balance

● size
● shape
● value
● color
● texture
● position
● relationship
● symmetry / asymmetry



Visual Hierarchy

a primary purpose of focusing on design is so that you can 
communicate important information to your viewers

by utilizing these skills effectively, you can create a visual hierarchy 
that will tell your viewer/user what is most important without telling 
them so bluntly

Emphasis is the arrangement of elements according to importance, 
stressing some over others



abc..... 123

ABC's of emphasis

1. Where do you want the viewer to look first?

2. Where do you want the viewer to look second?

3. Where do you want the viewer to look third?









Emphasis

to establish visual hierarchy, decide on the importance of graphic 
elements that are the component parts of your design.  Create a flow 
from the most important to the least....

● Emphasis by Isolation
● Emphasis by Placement
● Emphasis through Scale
● Emphasis through Contrast
● Emphasis through Direction and Pointers
● Emphasis through Diagrammatic Structures

        Tree structures, Nest Structures, Stair structures

















Rhythm

most people think of rhythm as beat, created by a pattern of stress and 
unstress.  In graphic design, a strong and consistent repetition can 
create rhythm.  Time is set by the intervals between emphasis





repetition and variation

repetition occurs when you repeat one or a few visual elements a 
number of times or with great consistency...

variation is established by a break or modification in the pattern or by 
changing elements such as color, size, shape, spacing, position, and 
visual weight.









Unity

Laws of Perceptual Organization

● similarity - like elements
● proximity - elements near each other
● continuity - perceived visual paths or connections
● closure - the minds tendency to connect individual elements to 

create a completed form
● common fate - elements are likely to be seen as a unit if they 

move in the same direction
● continuing line - lines are always seen as following the simplest 

path - also called implied line



Scale and Proportion

scale is the size of an element or form

●     manipulating scale can lend visual variety
●     scale adds contrast, dynamism, and positive tension
●     manipulation of scale can create the illusion of 3d space

proportion is the comparative size relationship of parts to one another 
and to the whole


